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In: Persona 4 Activities, Persona 5 Activity Edit Share Books are items that can be read in the segment of everyday life in the Persona series. Appearance (edited editing source) Persona 4 / Golden Persona 5 / Royal Review (edit source editing) The main character can read books in his spare time - each
other book has different attributes and rewards. The overall effect books can give are social stat boosts. Each book can only be read once. They can often be found in libraries or in stores. Profile edit source Persona 4 edit source In Persona 4, books often give small social stat boosts per reading. Item
Chapter Effect Description Cost of Affordability Of the Beautiful Man's Courage of Life of a Man series, Volume 1. Reading can lift your courage. Yomenaido Bookshop (4/20) Forever Macho's Courage The Man's Life, Vol. 2. Reading can lift your courage. 1200 GBP Yomenaido Bookshop (6/1) Man's Story
of The Courage of The Life of a Man Series, Volume 3. Reading can lift your courage. 1200 GBP Yomenaido Bookshop (7/15) Man-God's Courage of Life Man series, Volume 4. Reading can lift your courage. 1200 GBP Yomenaido Bookshop (8/24) Farewell to the Man's Courage of Life of a Man series,
Volume 5. Reading can lift your courage. 1200 GBP Yomenaido Bookshop (10/9) Off Today's Understanding Thyid Teacher Series, Volume 1. Reading can increase understanding. 1500 GBP Yomenaido Bookshop (5/7) Short on Cash Understanding Timid Teacher Series, Volume 2. Reading can
increase understanding. 1500 GBP Yomenaido Bookshop (6/28) Career Change Understanding Timid Teacher Series, Volume 3. Reading can increase understanding. 1500 GBP Yomenaido Bookshop (8/4) Friends of Sesei q' Understanding Thyid Teacher Series, Volume 4. Reading can increase
understanding. 1500 GBP Yomenaido Bookshop (9/20) Final Lesson Of The Understanding Thyid Teacher Series, Volume 5. Reading can increase understanding. Yomenaido Bookshop (11/1) O-Cha Way, Expression First in a series of guides. Reading can increase your knowledge. - Power social
connection (8/10) The Gentle Way of Knowledge, the expression is the second in a series of manuals. Reading can increase your knowledge. - Request 8 Divine Way of Knowledge, expression third in a series of guides. Reading can increase your knowledge. - Summer Festival Date Event (8/21) Ramen
Way to Knowledge, expression is the fourth in a series of guides. Reading can increase your knowledge. - Eat in Chinese Diner Aiya 8 times The Path of Punk Knowledge, Expression Fifth in a series of guides. Reading can increase your knowledge. - Request 14 Witch Detective, Understanding, Hard
Work Books underage readers. Reading may increase - The Power of Social Link (5/29) Poly-Land, knowledge of the book for underage readers. Reading this can increase your hard work. - The Power of The Social Link (7/15) A guide to pests, knowledge, courage books for underage readers. Reading
can increase your knowledge. - Request 22 Riddlemania Understanding, Hard Work Book for Underage Readers. Reading can increase understanding. - Query 27 Who am I? Knowledge, a hard-working book for underage readers. Reading can increase your knowledge. - Request 34 Persona 5 edit
source In Persona 5, the books must be completed before any benefits are obtained. The main character can read books either on the counter in the Cafe LeBlanc, or in the library of the Academy of Shujin. In addition, there are certain mornings when the main character can take a free seat on his
morning commute by train, allowing him to read. If the main character aligns a confidant Sadayo Kawakami, he can earn extra time in the class to perform certain activities such as reading. All books in the original Persona 5 can be completed in 54 time intervals (or 27 days worth of time). Persona 5
Royal expands the collection of books. Title Chapter Effect Description Price Location Great Thief (♪♪♪) Novel based on Arsen. His clever tricks make you know. - Shujin Library Pirate Legend (♪♪♪) Tale of the fearless Captain Kidd. Reading this will build a gut. - Library of shujin zorro Academy, (♪♪♪) The
story of zorro, the gentleman-bandit. Read to be a good gentleman. - Shujin Academy Library Tempting q Sharm (♪♪♪) The Passionate History of Carmen. For those who want to be fascinated. - Library of Shujin Academy Galant Rogue (♪♪♪) story by Ishikawa Gomon. To experience the courage to
challenge those in power. - Shujin Academy Library (After Yusuke Connects) Illusory Popess q Kindness (♪♪♪) Dynamic biography of Johanna. Awakens you to kindness. - Shujin Academy Library (After Makoto Joins) The Scream of Guts (♪♪♪) Book of Fictional Myths. This eerie world will help build guts. -
Shujin Academy Library (after Futaba joins) a woman, the dark ♪♪♪ (♪♪♪) The story of Milady. Her changing faces help make you experienced. - Shujin Academy Library (After Haru joins) Musty Pages opens a Jinbocho Guide that allows you to feel the atmosphere of an antique book city. No 1800 Shibuya
Central Street - Taiheido Bookstore (10/4) Wise Male Words , Knowledge (♪♪♪) Book of Great Philosophers' Quotations. Read to enrich your knowledge. No 700 Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookshop (6/2) Ghost Encounter Guts (♪♪♪) Hair raising the ghost of history. Reading this, steel your guts. No
700 Shibuya Central Street - - Bookshop (8/3) Heart and ♪♪♪) Bestseller on cleaning. The author's knowledge is worth exploring. No 700 Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookstore (6/2) The story of Buchiko Kindness (♪♪♪) A touching story about a dog and its owner. It's filled with kindness. No 700
Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookstore (6/2) Flowerpedia Opens Flower Shop job hints of the necessary compendium for those in the flower industry. 2800 GBP Shinjuku - The Bookstore Of Mynokunia (8/14) (had to work in the Rafflesia Flower Shop at least once) Master Mechnik Guts (♪♪♪ ♪)
(displays as 3) Book chronicles the life of a great swordsman. Find the courage to face death. 8000 GBP Jinbocho - Nagiuri Bookshop (8/30) Call Me Chief Kindness (♪♪♪ ♪) (displays as 3) Biography of your favorite leader. His warm character shows a lot of kindness. 8000 GBP Jinbocho - The nagiuri
bookstore (10/9) (Must have read Master Swordsman) Reckless Casanova's Charm (♪♪♪ ♪) (displays as 3) A book about the romantic life of a ladies man. Learn from his charm. 8000 GBP Jinbocho - Nagiuri Bookstore (10/30) (Must Have Read Call Me Chief) Shitamachi Reborn' Opens Asakusa Book
about the old neighborhood is reborn thanks to the new Tokyo Sky Tower. - Run the who's Muscling request in Yongen-Jay? Tokyo Shrine opens the Meiji Shrine Photo Guide to shrines hidden in the big city. 1800 GBP Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookshop (10/4) Fishpond Spotter' opens Ichigaya
guide for beginners on popular fishing ponds. 1800 GBP Shibuya Central Street - Tijedo Bookshop (8/3) Yoncha Wanderer Opens Yongen-Jaya Shortcuts (Bathhouse and Butting Cage) magazine, compiling information about Yongen-Jaya. - The Pure Room Museum of Stars opens the Ikebukuro Star
Looking Guide, which has a special on the planetarium. 1,800 gbp Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookstore (10/4) Butting Science opens up a third eye while batting a thorough analysis of the batting. Can help with your baseball skills. 2,800 GBP Shinjuku - Hinokuniya Bookstore (7/5) (Should have
gone to batting cages at least once) Essence Fishing Opens a Third Eye While Fishing Book Explaining Fishing Tricks. Now you can be a master! 2800 GBP Shinjuku - Hinokuniya Bookstore (11/15) (Should have gone fishing in Ichigaya at least once) Speed Reading Read twice the fastest book about
the basics of speed reading. Increases the speed of reading. 12,000 gbp Jinbocho - Nagiuri Bookstore (11/2) (Must Read Reckless Casanova) Movie Treasures Increases Stat Bonuses from Watching Movies Needed for Movie Lovers. Allows movies even more. 2,800 GBP Shinjuku - The Einokunia
Bookshop (7/5) (had to go to the cinema at least once) Chinese Sweets opens Chinatown guidebook to enjoy sweets found in Chinatown. - Complete Part-time Work, Full-Time Hell (9/6) Escort Theme Park Opens Maihama Book to help men not get lost while visiting amusement parks. - Run the request
We are not just your slaves (9/6) Medjed threat knowledge (♪♪♪) Book about the hacker group Medjed. Be aware of internet crimes. 1200 GBP Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookshop (6/2) Playing the game Charm (♪♪♪) Tips from a famous pickup artist. Learn the charm to connect with someone. No
700 Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookstore (6/2) Secrets of the game, unlocks cheat codes while playing a trickbook for each video game. Makes any game easy. 2800 GBP Shinjuku - The Bookstore Hinokuniya (11/12) (Should have played video games at least once) Weekend Parks opens
inokashira Park Book, which introduces large parks for spending a quiet weekend. 1800 GBP Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookstore (6/2) 1,800 gbp Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookstore (10/4) Nightlife Hotspots opens Seaside Park magazine showcasing date spots targeted at adults. 1800
GBP Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookstore (6/2) Persona 5 Royal Dressed in Ashes Charm (♪♪♪) Girl is facing unfortunate circumstances. Learn how to lead enchanted lives. - Library of the Shujin Academy (After the Awakening of Sumir) Hero with a bow (♪♪♪) Bold tales by Robin Hood. Reading
this can help build your guts. - Shujin Academy Library (After Akechi joins) Speed Reader Read twice as fast as fast to learn the speed of reading techniques. Increases the speed of reading. - Shujin Academy Library (7/1) Yoncha Walker 04Q Opens Yongen-Jaya Magazine, compiling information about
Yongen-Jaya. - The Clean Room of the Night Sky opens the Ikebukuro star-looking guidebook, which has a special on the planetarium. 1800 GBP Shibuya Central Street - Taiheido Bookshop (10/4) Aquarium Day Opens Shinagawa Guidebook that lists attractions in aquariums throughout Tokyo. 1800
GBP Shibuya Central Street - Taihedo Bookshop (7/17) Nakano Walker opens a Nakano guidebook that covers popular and obscure places alike. 1,800 pounds Shibuya Central Street - Taihedo Bookstore (10/1) Craft Cinema Increases Stat Bonuses from Watching DVDs and Movies Comprehensive
Guide to Increase Emotional Depth on Camera. For movie buffs. 2800 GBP Shinjuku - Hinokuniya Bookshop (7/5) (Should have gone to the cinema at least once) Learn Pro Darts Time to play darts techniques written by a professional dart player. 2800 GBP Shinjuku - Hinokuniya Bookstore (7/5) (Must
play darts at least once) ABCs Crafting Doubles the maximum number of times infiltration tools can be created by the Basics for an aspiring master. Improves infiltration tools. Infiltration. Shinjuku - Hinokuniya Bookstore (7/5) (Must have created a penetration tool at least once) Expert billiards special
shots are available on billiardsHelps unlock technical rank 2 Techniques written by a professional billiard player. 3,500 GBP Shibuya - Underground Mall Sports Store (had to play billiards at least once) Billiard Magician Special Shots, available on billiardsHelps unlock technical rank 4 Wonderful methods
of master billiards. Find out more about the mass. - Shibuya - Underground Mall Sports Store (Received when the technical rank increases to 3 in billiards) Social Thought Knowledge (♪♪♪ ♪) (displays as 3) Broad compilation on modern social thought. Can increase knowledge. 8000 GBP Art Automation
(♪♪♪ ♪) (displays as 3) Passion involved in being a machine machine. Can improve his skills. 8,000 pounds Jinbocho - Nagiuri Bookstore Knowing technical combinations extended Old Book about the fragility of the human heart. Expands technical conditions. 12,000 gbp Jinbocho - Nagiuri Bookstore
(should read other Jinbocho books first) Factoring Guide increases stat bonuses when studying a well-thumbed handbook. Increases the effectiveness of learning. - Trading MRE Diet Trader Sakai's Kichijoji Trivia (edit source) Buchiko's story is a direct reference to the real story of Hachiko, a dog who
waited at the train station for years for its owner to return without realizing that they died during their commute to work. Person 4 Activity Persona 5 Community Activity Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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